ABSTRACT Solar energetic particles (SEPs) provide an opportunity to study in detail the processes of particle acceleration and transport that are ubiquitous in astrophysical plasmas. Tylka et al. focused on the problem of SEP spectral and compositional variability at energies above a few tens of MeV per nucleon. They motivated their study with two large, gradual SEP events, 2002 April 21 and 2002 August 24, which have similar fast coronal mass ejections (CMEs) and flares but nevertheless illustrate the extremes of high-energy behavior. In this paper, we present additional detailed comparisons between the ion characteristics of these events. These results should be helpful in developing and testing new SEP models, which are currently under development.
INTRODUCTION
One advantage in studying solar energetic particles (SEPs) is the detailed nature of the observations available to us. These observations include characteristics of the flares and coronal mass ejections (CMEs) that initiate the SEP event, the concomitant interplanetary conditions (at least near Earth), and in situ particle measurements over a wide range of species and energies. Minor heavy ions (with atomic number Z > 2) are particularly useful in this regard: they are genuine ''test particles,'' too few in number to generate a feedback effect on the acceleration and transport processes. These minor ions also have various charge-to-mass (Q/A) ratios, which serve to identify seed populations and to probe the velocity-and rigidity-dependent effects that govern injection, acceleration, and transport. SEPs also have practical implications as a potential radiation hazard, both for manned and unmanned space missions. Recent efforts have produced new quantitative SEP models that are steadily improving in their ability to confront these observations (Ng et al. 1999 (Ng et al. , 2003 Zank et al. 2000; Rice et al. 2003; Li et al. 2003; Li & Zank 2005; Lee 2005; Kocharov & Torsti 2003; Roussev et al. 2004; Sokolov et al. 2004) .
One particular challenge for SEP modeling is the large eventto-event variability in elemental composition and spectral shapes at energies above a few tens of MeV per nucleon. Figure 1 illustrates this problem by comparing the energy dependence of the event-integrated Fe/O ratio in the events of 2002 April 21 and 2002 August 24. These two events have been put forward as particularly good exemplars of the high-energy variability because they arose from ostensibly similar CMEs and flares. From $0.5 to $10 MeV nucleon À1 the Fe/O ratios in the two events are nearly identical. But at higher energies, the events diverge, so that Fe/O eventually differs by nearly 2 orders of magnitude. In the 2002 April 21 event, the Fe/O ratio falls to only $10% of the nominal coronal value. In the 2002 August 24 event, on the other hand, Fe/O attains $6 times the coronal value, comparable to values found in small, 3 He-rich impulsive SEP events that originate from flares (Reames 1995) . Both events erupted from near the west limb, and in neither case was there a significant particle increase above $1 MeV nucleon À1 when the weak flank of the associated shock arrived at Earth. These high-energy particles were therefore produced primarily near the Sun. The highenergy behavior is thus providing an important clue to the details of the acceleration processes that occurred there. Tylka et al. (2005) have hypothesized that the variability in Figure 1 results from the interplay of two factors: evolution in the geometry of the CME-driven shock, which generally begins as quasi-perpendicular near the Sun but evolves toward quasiparallel as the shock moves outward; and a compound seed population, typically comprising at least suprathermals from the corona or solar wind and suprathermals from flares. A simple analytical implementation of the shock-geometry hypothesis has demonstrated promise in accounting for the observed variability in the high-energy SEP data (Tylka & Lee 2006) . However, there are also other scenarios in which accelerators other than a CMEdriven shock dominate, or at least make significant contributions to, the SEP production at high energies (Cane et al. 2002; Kocharov et al. 2005; Klein & Posner 2005; Miroshnichenko et al. 2005) , at least in some events.
In this paper, we present additional details on time structure, spectral shapes, and elemental composition for the events shown in Figure 1 , based on the combined measurements from instruments on the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE ), Wind, and GOES. These results particularly emphasize the significant differences between the energetic particle characteristics of the two events. These data should be useful in testing hypotheses about the origins of SEP variability and in validating future numerical SEP models. We also briefly review characteristics of the associated activity, pre-event conditions, and onset timing. Table 1 summarizes characteristics of these two events. As already noted, both events were associated with very fast halo CMEs from source regions near the west limb of the Sun. The associated flares had nearly the same size. Both events were accompanied by metric and DH type III and type II radio emissions. Solar-wind speeds observed near Earth at the start of the events were also comparable. The interplanetary shocks associated with these two events had Sun-Earth transit times that were the same to within $10%. (See Tylka et al. 2005 for further discussion.)
OVERVIEW OF EVENT CHARACTERISTICS
Perhaps the most striking difference in Table 1 is the number of flares generated by the active regions that spawned these two major particle events: the active region of the August event produced $5 times as many optical and X-ray flares in the preceding 4 days as the April event. As discussed further in x 3, this difference in flare activity apparently had significant implications for the character of the suprathermal seed populations that were encountered by subsequent shocks.
These two events also show more subtle differences in the size and magnetic complexity of the active regions, the fitted CME acceleration, the durations and rise times of the flares, and the frequency range and duration of the DH type II radio emission. These quantities may provide useful diagnostics and constraints for modeling these events. However, their potential implications, if any, for the physics of particle acceleration near the Sun are not understood at present. 
PRE-EVENT CONDITIONS
One important objective for the next generation of SEP models is to take into account a realistic description of the preceding state of the corona and interplanetary medium. Kahler (2001) pointed out that the largest SEP events often occur in the wake of earlier events, which probably augmented the pool of accessible seed particles. Figure 2 suggests that there may have been striking differences between the seed populations in the SEP events we consider here. The figure shows hourly Fe and O intensities for five energy bins, from 40 keV nucleon À1 to 3.2 MeV nucleon À1 , over the 4 days preceding these two events. Time profiles prior to the 2002 April 21 event were complicated due to the 2002 April 17 halo CME. But note that the Fe and O timelines in the April event are almost always separated, so that Fe/O is more or less $0.1, the nominal solar-wind/coronal value, at all energies. In the August event, on the other hand, the Fe and O timelines lie nearly on top of each other, so that Fe/O $ 1 at all five energies. A large part of the pre-event population in the 2002 August 24 event may be associated with the very large impulsive event of 2002 August 20 Reames & Ng 2004) .
Of course, Figure 2 is merely suggestive. These pre-event populations are not literally the seeds for the SEP events: these observations were made at 1 AU, not at the base of the Sun-Earth field line. It is probably for this reason that attempts to correlate pre-event particle composition at 1 AU with that of the subsequent SEPs have generally been unsuccessful. But in these particular events, the pre-event Fe/O was constant for a long period of time and over a wide range of energies, perhaps making it more likely that they are indeed representative of at least part of the potential seed populations closer to the Sun. However, the energy bins shown in Figure 2 cannot represent the entire seed population. In particular, the similarity of the two SEP events below $10 MeV nucleon À1 ( Fig. 1) implies that those ions were accelerated out of seeds where there were smaller compositional differences between the events. Presumably, those seeds were at even lower energies than those shown here.
Pre-event conditions other than seed populations may also be relevant to the differences between these two events. Gopalswamy et al. (2004) demonstrated that the presence or absence of a preceding CME (erupting from the same active region, less than 24 hr earlier) helps to account for differences between high-and low-intensity SEP events. They suggested that these differences could be the consequences of several factors, including modification of the primary shock due to changes in the magnetic field and density of the medium into which it propagates. In the cases of the two events we are considering here, both were preceded by another CME. According to Gopalswamy et al. (2004) , the CME of 2002 April 21 followed so closely on the heels of a preceding CME that it would have overtaken it within the occulting disk of the LASCO coronagraph. For the 2002 August 24 event, they estimated that the initial separation of the CMEs was 21.5 Rs. Richardson & Cane (1996) , Bieber et al. (2002) , and Ruffolo et al. (2006) showed that preceding CMEs can alter the topology of the interplanetary magnetic field in ways that significantly affect particle transport from the Sun. According to the list of interplanetary CMEs provided by Cane & Richardson (2003) , Earth was located within an interplanetary CME at the start of the April event, but not during the August event.
ONSET TIMING
A rich phenomenology accompanies the start of a major solar particle event. These other observations, and their sequence of occurrence, provide important context for understanding the drivers behind the particle acceleration. Figure 3 compares the observed onset times at Earth to the time profiles of 1 minuteaveraged proton intensities at $165-500 MeV from GOES-8. Table 2 lists the onset times. In the table, the onset times of the In both events, the event integration was for 72 hr. Data come from the Ultra Low-Energy Isotope Spectrometer ( ULEIS; Mason et al. 1998 ; filled circles) on ACE, the Electron Proton, and Alpha Monitor ( EPAM; Gold et al. 1998 ; filled squares) on ACE, the Low Energy Matrix Telescope ( LEMT ) in the Energetic Particle Acceleration, Composition, and Transport ( EPACT ) experiment (von Rosenvinge et al. 1995 ; crosses) on Wind, and the Solar Isotope Spectrometer (SIS; Stone et al. 1998a ; filled triangles) on ACE.
various photon emissions have been corrected back to the Sun, by subtracting 8.3 minutes from the time of observation at Earth.
Also listed in Table 2 are particle onset times for the highestenergy proton and electron observations available to us in these two events. The values in parentheses are the observed time offirst arrival at Earth, as determined by >2 increases over preceding background levels. The August event was a ground-level event (GLE). The earliest observed particle onset in the August event comes from 5 minute averages in the Apatity neutron monitor, which showed a 2.4 increase at 01:14-01:19 UT. The anticoincidence shield surrounding the University of Chicago's CosmicRay Nuclei Experiment (CRNE; Garcia-Munoz et al. 1975 ) on IMP-8 registered a 3.1 increase at 01:20 UT. (This anticoincidence shield is sensitive to relativistic protons with energies of a ( Bougeret et al. 1995) results are from http:// lep694.gsfc.nasa.gov/waves/waves.html. Type III bursts are also evident in the Wind WAVES frequency range.
e Average and standard deviations from $1 minute-averaged values during AE3 hr of the event onset, from the Solar Wind Experiment (SWE; Ogilvie et al. 1995) on Wind as given at http://cdaweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/cdaweb/sp _ phys/.
f Estimated from Wind SWE data.
few GeV, while the surrounding satellite material effectively absorbs electrons.) A high-energy proton channel on GOES-8 showed a 2.4 increase at 01:24 UT. IMP-8 CRNE also registered a 2.6 increase in >2 MeVelectrons at 01:23 UT; ACE EPAM data show a 2.4 increase in their highest-energy electron channel at 01:24 UT. We have less information on high-energy particle onsets in the April event: this event was not a GLE and IMP-8 telemetry was not recovered. Onset determinations in this event are also less precise because of its comparatively slow rate of rise (see Fig. 3 ). Our best estimate for the proton onset in the April event comes from GOES-8, which showed >2 excesses (but with some downward fluctuations) in minute-averaged data starting at 01:41-01:47 UT. ACE EPAM recorded a 2.4 increase in its highestenergy electron channel at 01:36 UT. Table 2 also gives the times of particle release from the Sun. These times were derived by assuming nominal Parker-spiral path lengths (1.12 and 1.17 AU for the April and August events, respectively, based on the solar-wind speeds in Table 1 ), scatter-free transport for the first-detected particles, and estimated speeds for the first-detected particles, as also noted in Table 2 . The protonrelease times derived in this way from GOES-8, IMP-8, and Apatity in the August event are consistent to within uncertainties. To within uncertainties, the electron and proton release times are the same in the August event. The inferred proton release time in the April event is $8AE3 minutes later than the electron release time, but this delay may be an artifact of limited instrumental sensitivity and the comparatively slow rate of rise in this event.
By comparing with SOHO LASCO observations , we estimate the heights of the CMEs' leading edges at the times of particle release as 5:5 AE 0:6 and 3:8 AE 0:5 Rs from Sun center in the April and August events, respectively. However, high particle backgrounds, limited instrumental sensitivity, possible scattering of the first-detected particles, deviations of the field line from the nominal Parker-spiral configuration, and uncertainties about the energies of the first-detected particles all tend to imply that the particles' actual times of departure from the Sun might have been earlier than our estimates. Our CMEheight estimates are therefore probably best interpreted as upper limits that constrain modeling efforts. 9 Finally, note the difference in the rise times of the particle profiles in Figure 3 . For the August event, the fitted e-folding time of the rise in the first 10 minutes is 149 AE 14 s. The same procedure applied to the higher resolution IMP-8 CRNE data yielded an e-folding time of 132 AE 2 s. For the April event, on the other hand, the fitted e-folding time is $5 times longer at 768 AE 114 s. Source longitude is well known to affect rise times (Cane et al. 1988; Reames et al. 1996) , but that is not relevant in these two events. A higher level of interplanetary scattering can also stretch out the rise to maximum; that may be a factor in Figure 3 , although it is perhaps worth noting that both of these events appear on the ACE EPAM list of beamed electron events.
10 At sufficiently high energies, the rise times can also reflect the acceleration timescale at the source. If that be the case here, the apparent difference in Figure 3 is qualitatively consistent with the shock-geometry hypothesis, since the acceleration rate can be much faster in quasiperpendicular shocks (Jokipii 1987; Webb et al. 1995) . However, such an inference requires detailed studies of additional events. In any case, the difference in rise times in Figure 3 should also be addressed while modeling other aspects of these two events. We . ACE ULEIS was affected by reduced collecting power during the onset of the April event, and Wind LEMT had a data gap on 2002 August 22-23.
9 Solar particle release times and the corresponding CME-heights are better determined in other events. More reliable results can be derived from velocity dispersion among the onset times at different energies (e.g., Tylka et al. 2003 ; see also Sáiz et al. 2005 and Lintunen & Vainio 2004) . However, applying this method to these two events has proven difficult because of the high pre-event backgrounds and the relatively slow rate-of-rise in the April event. In addition, at the onset of the August event, the interplanetary magnetic field vector lay outside the ACE SIS field of view, so that the first arrival of high-energy ions was not recorded. Onsets in ground-level events have also been precisely determined by using a sophisticated transport model to fit both intensity profiles and anisotropies from the Spaceship Earth neutron monitor network (e.g., Bieber et al. 2002 Bieber et al. , 2004 now return to energetic ion characteristics, which are the main focus of this paper. Specifically, the time dependence of Fe/O in the April event suggests that iron has significantly lower Q/A than oxygen at all energies, as would be expected from a seed population dominated by coronal or solar-wind suprathermals. This is also true below $15 MeV nucleon À1 in the August event. But the Fe/O time profiles suggest that the Q/A difference between the two ions becomes smaller as energy increases in the August event. This behavior would be consistent, at least qualitatively, with a compound source population, in which flare particles preferentially provide the seeds for higher energy ions. Figure 4 compares the two events in three energy bins at 2.5-10 MeV nucleon À1 from the Low-Energy Matrix Telescope (LEMT; von Rosenvinge et al. 1995) on Wind. The bottom panels show the oxygen intensities, which are larger in the April event but exhibit more complicated structure in the August event. Overall, however, the events are rather similar. The most striking feature in Figure 4 is the decline in Fe/O from initially enhanced values during the rise phase of the event. This behavior is qualitatively consistent with particle transport in which Fe scatters less than O (Parker 1963 ; see also Ng et al. 2003, Appendix C) . Since the scattering mean free path generally increases with rigidity, this initial drop in Fe/O suggests than Fe has a significantly smaller Q/A than O. The drop-off of Fe/O at the highest energy bin is also more pronounced in the April event, a reflection of the greater steepening in the iron spectrum relative to that of oxygen in this event. Figure 5 shows the same quantities in four energy bins at 10-40 MeV nucleon À1 from the Solar Isotope Spectrometer (SIS; Stone et al. 1998a ) on ACE. At the lowest energy bin (10-15 MeV nucleon À1 ), the oxygen profiles are very similar (except for normalization). The Fe/O profiles at this energy are also nearly identical for the two events, dropping by more than an order of magnitude in the first 12 hr. But at higher energies, the behavior of Fe/O diverges in the two events. In the April event, a similar drop is also seen at the energies above 15 MeV nucleon
À1
, and at all times Fe/O decreases with increasing energy. This behavior is qualitatively consistent with Fe at these energies also having a relatively low Q/A in the April event. In the August event, on the other hand, Fe/O increases with energy at all times, except possibly the first 3 hours. Moreover, as energy increases, the drop in Fe/O becomes less pronounced: whereas Fe/O at 10-15 MeV nucleon Also shown for each element is a leastsquares fit to the familiar Ellison & Ramaty (1985) form, . These are the highest-energy data for which we have high-time resolution at the onsets in both events. For comparison, black vertical lines mark the onsets of various radio and photon emissions at Earth. Red vertical lines show the time of the first LASCO CME image, as well as the estimated CME launch, as inferred from linear fits to the CME height-time profiles. 11 We were unable to make a comprehensive fit to the He spectrum due to large instrument-to-instrument discrepancies in the intensities. The instruments also reported significantly different He/C ratios, perhaps indicating some instrumental problems in the He measurements. We nevertheless estimated powerlaw indices for He at low energies ( Fig. 8) by averaging the fitted values from individual instruments. In Figs. 11 and 12 , we also include an estimate of the He/C ratio, derived by averaging among the instruments. Because of the instrument-toinstrument discrepancies, these He results are reported with large error bars.
where E and E 0X are in units of MeV nucleon À1 and each species X was fitted independently to derive values for the parameters C X , X , and E 0X . Except for H and Fe, the fits have reduced 2 values of order unity for $20 degrees of freedom, as noted in each panel. To attain these 2 values, we added 15% systematic uncertainty in quadrature with the (generally negligible) statistical error on each measurement. 12 Root mean square (rms) deviations of the residuals from the fitted function (which are typically $15%-20%, except for H and Fe) are also noted in each panel. Additional technical details about the systematic uncertainties, data selection, and fitting procedure are given in the Appendix.
In the case of H, the poor 2 may indicate that the systematic uncertainties in the proton measurements are even larger than we have assumed. For Fe, the large 2 is driven by measurements below $1 MeV nucleon
, where the observed spectrum is clearly more complicated than a simple power law. Nevertheless, it is remarkable that such a simple functional form describes these spectra so well. Figure 8 shows the fitted power-law indices X and e-folding energies E 0X plotted versus atomic number. All of the power-law indices agree to within $AE5%. Except for Fe, the fitted power-law indices are also within 2 standard deviations of a common mean.
Although the power-law indices are nearly identical for all species, the e-folding energies clearly differ, as shown in the middle panel of Figure 8 . Fe has a substantially smaller e-folding energy than the lighter ions, and this fact leads to the suppressed Fe/O at high energies ( Fig. 1) .
As shown in Figure 9 , Wind LEMT has spectral information on trans-Fe ions (Reames 2000; Reames & Ng 2004 ) with atomic numbers 34 Z 40 in this event. The data are too sparse to support a full spectral fit. We therefore performed a constrained fit, in which the power-law index was held at the mean value determined from the other species, but the normalization coefficient and e-folding energy were free parameters. The e-folding energy for the trans-Fe ions is also plotted in Figure 8 . It is even smaller than that of Fe.
As suggested by Ellison & Ramaty (1985) and as demonstrated by Tylka et al. (2000) , these e-folding energies scale linearly with the ions' Q/A values, at least in some events. We can therefore try to exploit this dependence, in order to derive mean charge states for the individual species. To do this, we begin with oxygen, which has the best-measured spectrum. The Solar, Anomalous, and Magnetospheric Particle Explorer (SAMPEX; Cook et al. 1995) has reported a mean ionic charge state of hQ O i ¼ 6:3 AE 0:4 for oxygen at $17-70 MeV nucleon À1 in this event ( Labrador et al. 2003; A. Labrador 2003, private communication) . We infer the mean ionic charge state of the other species by scaling linearly from this value according to the fitted e-folding energies; that is,
where E 0O ¼ 11:34 AE 0:34 MeV nucleon À1 is the fitted e-folding energy from the oxygen spectrum. Lin et al. 2002) for the April event and from the Wind Konus experiment (Aptekar et al. 1995 ; data at http:// lheawww.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/gamcosray/ legr / konus/ ) for the August event (RHESSI was occulted at the onset of the August event).
d Culgoora results, as reported at http://sgd.ngdc.noaa.gov/sgd /jsp/solarindex.jsp. e As given in the SOHO LASCO ( Brueckner et al. 1995) catalog at http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME _ list/, as of 2005 October 27. These values are from linear fits to the height-time profiles. For the August event, a quadratic fit to the height-time profile yielded an estimated launch time that is 5 minutes earlier.
f Wind WAVES ( Bougeret et al. 1995) , as reported at http:// lep694.gsfc.nasa.gov/waves/waves.html. g Particle release times from the Sun, after correction for travel time to Earth, as described in the text and using the noted values v for the assumed speeds of the first-detected particles. The times of first detection at Earth ( given in parentheses) were identified as a >2 increase over preceding background levels. Uncertainties are AE1 minute, unless stated otherwise.
h Based on a 2.4 increase over preceding background at 01:14-01:19 at the Apatity neutron monitor, http://pgi.kolasc.net.ru / CosmicRay/.
i From 1 minute-averaged rates available from http://spidr.ngdc.noaa.gov. j From $10 s-averaged data, available at http://data /ftecs/com /archive/ace _ epam/index.html. The times reported here have been corrected for the EPAM data processing error that was announced on 2006 April 13 (see http://sd-www.jhuapl.edu /ACE / EPAM ). 12 This systematic uncertainty generally compensates for instrument-toinstrument discrepancies. However, we do not intend to suggest that instrumental systematic errors are necessarily this large. Rather, this systematic uncertainty also reflects the precision to which a simple functional form can represent what is actually a time integral over a complex phenomenon. The timelines in Figs. 2, 4 , and 5 all show detailed structure, which cannot be accounted for in a simple way. It should also be remembered that the various instruments average over different lookout directions, so that discrepancies also can arise whenever the particle distributions are not isotropic.
The inferred charge states are plotted versus atomic number Z in the bottom panel of Figure 8 . The inferred charge states are reasonable and thus confirm the assumed linearity to within $10%. For example, the inferred charge of protons is 1:2 AE 0:1, which is certainly acceptable given the imprecision in determining the proton e-folding energy from the wide high-energy bins from GOES. The inferred charge state of Ne (hQi ¼ 8:0 AE 0:7) is also as expected, since Ne should have hQi $ 8 for a broad range of source-plasma temperatures. Finally, the charge states of Fe and the trans-Fe ions are nearly the same, which is also what one would generally expect (Post et al. 1977) .
From these measured ionic charge states, one can use theoretical calculations to further infer the temperature of the source plasma (Arnaud & Rothenflug 1985; Arnaud & Raymond 1992 ; see also Reames et al. 1994, Fig. 14) . These inferred temperatures are displayed for the various elements in Figure 10 . The inferred temperatures for all species are consistent with a common temperature of 1:44 AE 0:10 MK. This temperature is well within the 1-2 MK range generally associated with the corona and solar wind.
Finally, we consider the relative elemental composition in this event. To do this, we calculate the ratio of the fitted normalization coefficient C X for each species X to that of carbon, and then normalize the result to nominal coronal ratios ( Reames 1995 ( Reames , 2000 . By using the normalization coefficients C X , we are focusing on energies below the e-folding energies, where spectral differences among the elements are small. Following Brenneman & Stone (1985) , it is customary to examine relative abundances as a power law in Q/A. We used our inferred mean charges from Figure 8 to evaluate Q/A for ions heavier than He. Figure 11 shows the resulting correlation. The relative abundances are strongly anticorrelated with Q/A, as indicated by the correlation coefficient (À0.88). However, the reduced 2 (=10.1) of the resulting power-law fit is poor.
In Figure 12 , we show an alternative correlation, in which the logarithm of the relative abundance is plotted versus the ion's mass number. In this case, the correlation coefficient (0.987) is only somewhat better than in Figure 11 , but the fit quality (with reduced 2 ¼ 1:2) is substantially improved. 13 However, it is Figure 13 shows event-averaged spectra for the 2002 August 24 event. Two differences between these spectra and those in the April event ( Fig. 7) are immediately apparent. First, the exponential rollovers that govern high energies in the April event are absent here. Instead, each species shows one power law that smoothly evolves into a second, steeper power law, which describes the SEP spectra out to the highest measurable energies. Second, whereas Fe has the steepest spectrum in the April event ( because of its comparatively low e-folding energy), Fe has the hardest spectrum among the heavy ions in the August event.
None of the species in Figure 13 shows spectral hardening, which would generally appear if there really were two independent accelerators operating at low and high energies, respectively, in this event. To quantitatively characterize the spectra, we therefore also show in Figure 13 fits to the Band et al. (1993) function. This function is a purely empirical form, first introduced in the context of gamma-ray burst studies. The Band et al. function for species X may be written as
; exp ( aX À bX ); for E ! ( bX À aX )E 0X ; where E and E 0X are in units of MeV nucleon The fitted values of the parameters aX , bX , and E 0X are noted in each panel of Figure 13 . Also noted are the reduced 2 values of the fits, which are on the order of 1-2 for $20 degrees of freedom. As in Figure 7 , 2 is evaluated using 15% systematic uncertainty added in quadrature with the statistical errors. The rms deviations of residuals from the fits are typically $25%. The quality of the fits is slightly poorer here than in Figure 7 , but nevertheless acceptable given the somewhat larger instrumentto-instrument normalization discrepancies in this event.
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Since the empirical Band et al. functional form is without physical motivation, we hesitate to interpret the fitted values of its parameters. For the purpose of further discussion, we therefore simply characterize the spectra by fitting to two independent power laws, E À low at energies below 1 MeV nucleon À1 and E À high at energies above 10 MeV nucleon À1 . The low-energy power laws do not fit the data as well as the Band function but nevertheless provide a rough characterization of the spectra. The values of these fitted power-law indices, low and high , are plotted versus atomic number in Figure 14 . The low values are consistent with a common mean, which is also nearly identical to that observed in the 2002 April 21 event (see Fig. 8 ). For He through Si, the high values are nearly the same at $4. But protons, S, and Fe exhibit significantly smaller high values, indicating highenergy spectra that are harder than those of the other species.
The high-energy spectral differences among species are the other key observational fact that must be accounted for. In the shock-geometry hypothesis, it is suggested that the difference between Fe and the other heavy ions arises from energy dependence in the elemental composition of the seed population. An alternative hypothesis was first outlined by Eichler (1979) , who noted that Fe would naturally develop a harder power-law than other species at a so-called ''smoothed shock'': since Fe ions have a higher A /Q than other ions, they also have a larger scattering mean free path and would therefore be able to traverse larger distances across the smoothed shock. Fe ions thereby sample a larger compression ratio than other species, which would, in turn, manifest itself as a harder power-law index. Similar spectral differences might also arise at the compressive acceleration regions recently considered by Jokipii et al. (2003) .
However, in SEP events in which Fe/O rises with energy, observed Fe charge states above $30 MeV nucleon À1 are high, with hQ Fe i $ 20, so that there is relatively little difference between the A/Q values of Fe and O. (See Tylka et al. 2005 , Fig. 17 .) Consequently, in both the ''smoothed shock'' and compression region scenarios, it would probably also be necessary to invoke some postacceleration stripping. Moreover, in both of these scenarios, one should probably expect protons (which have the smallest A /Q value and therefore the smallest scattering mean free path) to have the steepest spectrum of all. But in fact, protons actually have a harder high-energy power law than the heavy ions. It is therefore unclear whether smoothed shocks or compressive acceleration regions really can account for the observed high-energy spectral differences. Figure 15 shows the event-averaged spectrum of 34 Z 40 ions from Wind LEMT in this event. The Band et al. fits in Figure 14 suggest that a power law is the appropriate functional Also shown is an exponential fit to the correlation. 15 For example, ACE SIS and Wind LEMT report the Si intensity in two nearly identical energy intervals, at 9-13 and 9.7-13.6 MeV nucleon À1 , respectively. After correcting for the slight difference between the intervals, the event-averaged intensities from these two instruments agree to within 1:6% AE 0:1% in the 2002 April 21 event. But in the 2002 August 24 event, the ACE SIS intensity is larger by 30% AE 2%. Similarly, ACE ULEIS reports the oxygen intensity in the interval 2.56-5.12 MeV nucleon
À1
, which is also covered by Wind LEMT. In the 2002 April 21 event, the instruments' event-averaged intensities in this interval agree to within 8:8% AE 3:0%. But in the 2002 August 24 event, the ACE ULEIS intensity is larger by 21% AE 1%. The origin of these discrepancies has not been determined. But one suspects that differences in lookout directions (see discussion in Tylka 2001) and anisotropies (which are generally larger and longer lasting in smaller events; Reames et al. 2001 ) may be significant factors. Reames 1995 Reames , 2000 vs. charge-to-mass ratio (Q/A), where the charge of Z > 2 elements have been taken from the spectral analysis. Also shown is a power-law fit to the correlation.
form for these ions in the LEMT energy range. The fitted power law is also shown in Figure 15 . Although the error bar is large, the power-law spectrum for the 34 Z 40 ions (with index ¼ 1:97 AE 0:54) may be even harder than that of Fe ( ¼ 2:85 AE 0:09).
Finally, we examine the relative elemental composition of the 2002 August 24 event at low energies, where the spectral differences among the species are relatively small. In analogy to Figure 12 , we calculated the ratios of normalization coefficients C X from the power-law fits below 1 MeV nucleon
. The results are plotted versus mass number, A, in Figure 16 . As in the 2002 April 21 event, the relative abundances rise exponentially with A. The parameters of the correlation fit in Figure 16 are very similar to those in Figure 12 . This comparison emphasizes once again the essential similarity of these two events at low energies.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We have presented details on temporal structure, spectral shapes, and elemental composition in the large, gradual solar energetic particle events of 2002 April 21 and 2002 August 24, supplementing results previously reported in Tylka et al. (2005) . These details illustrate, in a relatively clean fashion, the range of phenomenology that SEP modeling efforts must address. Among the differences between the two events, we particularly call attention to the following:
1. Differences in the temporal dependence of Fe/O.-Below $15 MeV nucleon À1 , the two events are virtually identical in this regard (see Fig. 4 ). But at higher energies (Fig. 5) , Fe/O falls with increasing energy at all times in the April event. In the August event, on the other hand, Fe/O rises with increasing energy at all times, except perhaps the first 3 hours. These differences in the time-dependent Fe/O are then reflected in the event-averaged results (Fig. 1) .
Moreover, in the April event, the fall in Fe/O with increasing energy follows an exponential, with the exponential decay in the first $8 hr becoming steeper as time goes on. 16 At comparable times in the August event, Fe/O follows a power law in energy, which hardens as time goes on (see Fig. 6 ).
2. Differences in the functional forms of the event-averaged energy spectra.-The event-averaged spectra in the April event are well described by the Ellison & Ramaty (1985) form of a power-law times an exponential, with different e-folding energies for the various species (Figs. 7 and 8) . The August event, on the other hand, does not exhibit the exponential, at least not at energies accessible to current instrumentation. Instead, one power law smoothly transitions into a steeper power law, in a way characterized reasonably well by the Band et al. (1993) functional form (Fig. 13) . In the August event, the species differ both in the energies at which the transition occurs and in their power-law indices at high energies (Fig. 14) . As shown in Tylka et al. (2005) , comparable differences between the two events are also apparent in the time-dependent spectra. (Labrador et al. 2003; A. Labrador 2003, private communication) . To within measurement uncertainties, these values are the same as those of the April event. Moreover, the charge states in the 2001 September 24 event were also measured indirectly with the same spectral technique employed in this paper. These indirect measurements agreed with the SAMPEX results to within error bars (see Tylka et al. 2005, Fig. 17) .
In the 2001 September 24 event, the charge states were also independent of energy to within measurement uncertainties, with hQ Fe i ¼ 10:35 AE 0:51 at 0.25-0.50 MeV nucleon À1 and By contrast, the time dependence of Fe/O in the 2002 August 24 event suggests that hQ Fe i grows significantly with increasing energy, so that Fe and O have similar charge-to-mass ratios at the highest observed energies. We have no direct measurements of charge states in this event. However, the 2001 April 15 event was another, even larger, ground-level event from a source region near the west limb, with the same high-energy spectral and composition characteristics (Tylka et al. 2002) . Thus, conditions that produce this distinctive event type arise only infrequently near the Sun, where the highest energy SEPs are preferentially generated. Nevertheless, this type of event must also be accounted for in SEP modeling. [In modeling the shock-geometry hypothesis ( Tylka & Lee 2006) , this event type provides the baseline from which more complicated events are generated through parameter variation.]
One might be tempted to think that a variable combination of coronal and flare suprathermals in the shock's seed population might in itself be sufficient to account for the differences between the two events we have been considering here. However, these two events also differ in their spectral character, even for protons and for carbon and oxygen, where there is little room for eventto-event variation in the charge-to-mass ratio. More generally, there is a clear correlation between high-energy Fe/O and spectral shape in large SEP events. (See Tylka et al. 2005 , Fig. 9 .) The spectral variability indicates that some other factor(s)-in addition to available seed populations-must also be coming into play.
Finally, we also call attention to the striking fractionation pattern (Figs. 12 and 16 ), below $1 MeV nucleon
À1
, where the spectral differences among the species are small. We know of no theoretical explanation for this apparent exponential increase in relative abundance with mass number. Whatever the explanation may be, it apparently operates in the same way in both of these events.
We thank Ilya Usoskin and Eduard Vashenyuk for the Apatity neutron monitor data. We thank Cliff Lopate for making the IMP-8 CRNE data available to us. We thank Ed Cliver for informative discussions on the solar and radio observations in these events. We thank Gerry Share for providing the RHESSI and Wind Konus data. This study benefitted from discussions at SHINE meetings (sponsored by NSF, NASA, and AFOSR), which highlighted Ellison & Ramaty (1985) function were derived by analytically minimizing 2 . For the Band et al. (1993) function fits, a slightly more complicated procedure was employed. We first did analytic 2 minimization to determine two independent power-law fits, one at <1 MeV nucleon À1 and the other at >10 MeV nucleon À1 . With these results as initial guesses, we performed a grid search of parameter space to find the minimum 2 for the Band et al. function fit to the whole 17 CME speeds were provided by http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME _ list/ ). The catalog's speed for the 2000 November 8 CME has been revised from previously reported values (Gopalswamy 2003; Tylka et al. 2005) . spectrum. We estimated the 1 error bar on each Band et al. parameter by examining the changes in 2 , while that parameter was varied and the others were held constant at their best-fit values.
One other complication in the fitting procedure should be noted. The observed intensities are reported as averages over finite-width energy bins. Consequently, when fitting, the intensity value should be assigned to an abscissa determined by the mean value theorem ( MVT). If this is not done and the intensity is instead assigned to the midpoint of the energy interval, the derived spectral parameters will be too hard, especially at high energies, where the energy bins are widest. In our fitting, we used an iterative procedure to address this issue. In a first pass fit, we used the bins' arithmetic midpoints as the abscissae. We then applied the MVT to the fitted function, reevaluated the abscissae, and repeated the fit. This procedure was iterated several times, reevaluating the absicissae after each iteration. After a few iterations, no significant change in 2 was observed, and the fit was deemed complete. Throughout this paper, intensity measurements are plotted at abscissae determined by application of the MVT to the fitted functional forms.
With regard to data selection for the spectral analyses, proton measurements below 5 MeV come from ACE EPAM, with an additional data point at 2.1-2.3 MeV from Wind LEMT. Proton measurements above 5 MeV come primarily from GOES-8. The GOES-8 proton intensities in Figures 7 and 13 were derived by differencing the integral rates at >5, >10, >30, >60, and >100 MeV. We also used the GOES-8 P7 differential channel, but with an energy interval of 110-400 MeV, as suggested by Smart & Shea (1999) . We also included a SAMPEX proton measurement at 19-27 MeV (shown as an open square in Figs. 7 and 13) . 18 In the August event, which was smaller and caused no apparent saturation problems, we were also able to use a proton measurement at 18.9-21.9 MeV from the APE-B telescope in the Wind EPACT instrument package (von Rosenvinge et al. 1995 ) and a few proton measurements by the Energetic Particle Experiment ( ERNE; Torsti et al. 1995; Fig. 13 , black crosses) on the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO). 19 For the purposes of evaluating 2 , we assigned total error bars to the proton measurements as 25% for GOES; 20% for SAMPEX, SOHO ERNE, and Wind APE-B; and 15% to ACE EPAM and Wind LEMT.
The ACE Science center 20 provided the ACE particle data used in this study, except for EPAM Z ! 2 data, which were contributed by one of us (C. G. M.). ACE EPAM nitrogen and neon data were not available. ACE ULEIS Level-2 data from the ACE Science Center do not include nitrogen. Also, as reported there, ACE ULEIS results for the elements Ne-S are combined. For the purposes of the spectral studies in Figures 7 and 13 , we apportioned the observed ions among the individual elements according to the nominal relative abundances given by Reames (1995) . This estimate is considered reliable, since there is little event-to-event variability in the relative abundances within this group of elements, at least below a few MeV nucleon À1 . In any case, ACE EPAM and Wind LEMT measurements overlap the ACE ULEIS energy range and provide a check on the results. However, as a result of this procedure, the low-energy spectral parameters for Ne, Mg, Si, and S are not completely independent.
Figures 7 and 13 contain 418 SEP data points. Fifteen data points (not shown) were removed from the analysis because of apparently large systematic errors. All of the removed data points were at the lower edge of an instrument's energy range, where backgrounds and uncertainties in the acceptance are sometimes more acute. For example, ACE SIS reports its lowest-energy carbon measurement at 6.1-8.6 MeV nucleon À1 . In the August event, this measurement agrees well with measurements from other instruments at nearby and overlapping energies. But in the April event, in which intensities are much higher and background contamination is potentially larger, this particular measurement is higher than those of other instruments by about a factor of 2. In fact, although there are 28 other data points in the carbon spectrum, this single datum alone contributed $20% of the 2 . We therefore omitted this particular measurement from our analysis of the April event.
